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Dear Friends of Disclosure,
Nine months after the inauguration of a new and potentially transformative American
President, we await significant progress on official Disclosure on the UFO/ET subject.
While the UK, France, Denmark, Brazil and other countries around the world have
increasingly opened their official government files, the US is found lagging behind her
sister nations.
This is, in large part, because - up until now - the President has been denied access to
such files. The so-called Majestic group illegally compartmentalized their secret
operations away from Presidential and Congressional oversight. This secret, satellite
government, which is transnational and answers only to itself, must now answer to the
people and to this new President.
As you can see from the attached summary of the Special Presidential Briefing (SPB) that
we have provided to the President and to his senior military and intelligence team, the
full Briefing contains detailed information on the projects, project code numbers, names,
corporations, locations etc., associated with the UFO/ET subject. (The full briefing is too
lengthy to release at this time.) In short, the President now has the key information that
he needs to act. The President must now engage in executive action to oversee, control,
and direct these operations for the benefit of the American people and the world.
This SPB has also been provided to the head of state of at least one G7 country, senior
members of Congress, and other key government officials via known and reliable points
of contact (POCs) directly to these leaders.
Now it is time for we, the people, to be heard! Please write to these leaders and ask that
they act NOW, as they are sworn to do, on our behalf. Please write to the President, to
your two US Senators, and to your member of Congress and ask:


That President Obama investigate the matter, gain proper control over these
operations, end for once and forever the secrecy surrounding the UFO subject,
and work with other nations to quickly coordinate an official Disclosure;
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That President Obama, working with other leaders around the world, initiate open,
peaceful Contact with these Extraterrestrial Civilizations;



That President Obama move swiftly to release the Earth-saving new energy
technologies contained within these illegal covert Majestic programs so that we
may be freed from the death grip that oil, gas, coal, and nuclear energy have on
the planet;



That the Congress
immediately.

hold
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secrecy-free

hearings

on

these

matters

If you are or know of a reliable, bona fide POC to a member of Congress, or other senior
government official in the US or other country, who would like the full Briefing, please let
us know.
The President was elected with the vision of transformative change. Nothing would so
transform the world as the ending of this secrecy, peaceful open contact with the
Extraterrestrial Civilizations visiting Earth and the release of these wondrous new energy
technologies for peaceful energy generation. In just a few years, the world will be made
anew.
Thank you for acting NOW to ensure the good future that most assuredly awaits
humanity.
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